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 51 GB.. This version includes all 4.5 GB of the Soundscape packs. - Modular Stage - Microtonal RetroScape - Microtonal
RetroScape II - Microtonal RetroScape X Worked 100% 2.8 GB.. With this free update you can create a wide range of personal
microtonal presets, and share them in a modular stage. - Modular Stage - Microtonal RetroScape - Microtonal RetroScape II -

Microtonal RetroScape X. This version contains all 4.5 GB of the Soundscape packs, which were released in 4 separate
expansions:. Soundscape - Soundscape 1 - Soundscape 2 - Soundscape 3 - Soundscape 4. This free update contains the extra

audio files in your previous purchased expansion packs, so that you can enjoy the full potential of the expansion packs. If you
do not already own them, you can purchase these individually:. - Soundscape - Soundscape 1 - Soundscape 2 - Soundscape 3 -

Soundscape 4.3. This free update contains all audio files in the Soundscape packs, and adds the new tracks in the following
categories:. - SonicKlang - Special Fertile Earth - Ligeti for Katona - Globular Star - Apollo and Selene - Seeding - Chronos,

The Mist, Sonum and the St. Complete your Soundscape setup with the following add-ons, which can be purchased separately:.
This free update contains the extra audio files in your previous purchased expansion packs, so that you can enjoy the full
potential of the expansion packs. If you do not already own them, you can purchase these individually:. - Soundscape -

Soundscape 1 - Soundscape 2 - Soundscape 3 - Soundscape 4. This free update contains all audio files in the Soundscape packs,
and adds the new tracks in the following categories:. - SonicKlang - Special Fertile Earth - Ligeti for Katona - Globular Star -
Apollo and Selene - Seeding - Chronos, The Mist, Sonum and the St.Complete your Soundscape setup with the following add-
ons, which can be purchased separately:. This free update contains all audio files in the Soundscape packs, and adds the new

tracks in the following categories:. This free update contains all audio files in the Soundscape packs, and adds the new tracks in
the following categories:. This free update contains all audio files in the Soundscape packs, and 520fdb1ae7
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